INSTRUCTIONS FOR
EGG SCHEDULE A
FORM NO. REG-205

Complete this form to list additional Suppliers/Producers from whom eggs are bought or produced.
Use with the following forms:
REG-202 Quarterly Egg Report (Graded Eggs Only)
REG-203 Monthly Egg Report for Dealer-Wholesaler

SECTION A

1. VERIFICATION INFORMATION
Enter your Full Legal Business Name, TDA Client Number, and TDA License Number.

SECTION B

1. REPORT DATES
Please indicate in the appropriate fields the month, day, and year for the month reported. These dates should be the same
as reported on the Monthly Egg Report for Dealer-Wholesaler or the Quarterly Egg Report.

SECTION C

1. LIST SUPPLIER/PRODUCER FROM WHOM EGGS BOUGHT OR PRODUCED
Please indicate in the appropriate fields the TDA license number, company name, address, city, state, and zip of the
company from whom you purchased eggs, as well as the number of ungraded and graded cases of eggs purchased from
each. Report all sales in 30-dozen case quantities.

Schedule Totals – Please indicate in the appropriate fields the total number of ungraded and/or graded cases of eggs
purchased from all suppliers/producers listed. Include these totals with the Totals for the Monthly Egg Report for Dealer-
Wholesaler or the Quarterly Egg Report.

Make additional copies as needed.

Please initial and date the form at the bottom.